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We have made measurements of several D, branching ratios, relative to the (be+ mode. We have ob-
served two previously unseen two-body hadronic decays of the D,+, namely gp+ and g'p+, and measured
relative branching ratios of 2.86+0.38+0 &8 and 3.44+0.62+04&, respectively. We have determined the
relative branching ratio for the decay into Pp+ to be 1.86+0.26+0'40. In addition, we have measured rel-
ative branching ratios for the gm. + and q'~+ states, for which there had previously been conflicting mea-

surements; our results are 0.54+0.09+0.06 and 1.20+0. 15+0.11, respectively. Combining these new
measurements with previous results and using (3.7+1.2)%%uo for the value ofS(D, ~Pm+), we can account
for =(79+26)% of all D,+ decays. In addition we have also measured relative branching ratios or set
upper limits on D+ decays to all of the above-mentioned final states.

PACS number(s): 13.25.+m, 14.40.Jz

I. INTRODUCTION

D,+ was first observed in the (be+ decay mode [1].
Since then a number of other hadronic decay modes have

been found [2] and D,+ ~$1+v has been seen [3,4]. Prior
to this work, the major portion of D, decays was un-
known, leading to speculation that there existed some
unobserved, but rather large, two-body decay modes.
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There were also inconsistent measurements of the
branching ratios for the pm+ and q'm+ modes. In this
paper we present new measurements of the decay branch-
ing ratios for these modes and report measurements of
the previously unseen modes gp+ and g'p+ as well as the
previously observed Pp+ mode. We compare our mea-
surements with theoretical predictions and, finally, sum-
marize what is known about D, decay branching frac-
tions.

The data were collected with the CLEO II detector at
the Cornell Electron Storate Ring (CESR). We use a to-
tal of 689 pb

' from the Y(3S) and Y(4S) resonances and
from e+e center-of-mass energies just below and above
the Y(4S) resonance.

The CLEO II detector is designed to detect both
charged and neutral particles with high resolution and
efficiency. The detector consists of a charged-particle
tracking system surrounded by a time-of-flight scintilla-
tion system and an electromagnetic shower detector con-
sisting of 7800 Tl-doped Csl crystals [5]. The tracking
system, the time-of-flight system, and the calorimeter are
installed inside a 1.5-T superconducting coil. Muon
detection is achieved using proportional tubes interleaved
with iron. A more detailed description of the detector
can be found elsewhere [6].

In this analysis, only photon candidates in the barrel
region of the detector are used, i.e., ~cos8~ & 0.7, where 8
is the angle with respect to the beam direction. The bar-
rel region has less material in front of the CsI crystals
than other areas of the detector. Each neutral energy
cluster is required to have at least 30 MeV of energy and
not match to a charged track projected into the calorime-
ter. Charged tracks were required to have measured ion-
ization losses (dE/dx) consistent within 2.5 standard de-
viations of that expected for the particular hypothesis un-
der consideration. All D, candidates are required to have
x =PD /Eb„& 0.567 (approximately 3 GeV/c), in order

S

to reduce background mass combinations. To remove
background from Y(3S) resonant events, we require that
the ratio of Fox-Wolfram moments, H2/Ho, be greater
than 0.2 for this portion of the data sample [7]. Whenev-
er a specific state or decay mode is mentioned in this
work, the charge-conjugate state or decay mode is always
included in the analysis.

In this paper, we concentrate on decay modes which
can be explained as occurring via a simple spectator dia-
gram where the c quark decays into an s quark plus a vir-
tual 8', and the resulting ss system forms a single
meson, either a P, g, or q', and the virtual W+ material-
izes as either a m. + or a p+.
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FIG. 1. The K+K invariant-mass distribution.
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for which the branching ratios are 38.9% and 23.6%, re-
spectively [2]. The yy invariant-mass distribution for
momenta above 1.5 GeV/c is shown as the histogram in
Fig. 2(a). We also require that the decay angle cosine be-
tween both of the y's and the yy direction in the labora-
tory transformed into the yy rest frame be smaller than
0.8. There is considerable background, mostly from m

decays. When we eliminate any photon which, with
another photon, makes a mass combination such that the
combination is consistent with m. mass and has a ~
momentum in excess of 0.8 GeV/c, we are left with the g
signal shown as the solid points. Monte Carlo simula-

II. SELECTION OF $, g, AND q'

The X+K invariant-mass distribution for all E K
momenta is shown in Fig. 1. There is a clear peak at the

P mass. The fit to a Breit-Wigner resonance formula,
shown in the figure, gives a mass resolution of 7.2 MeV
full width at half maximum (FWHM). This fit contains
contributions from both the detector resolution and the
natural width of the resonance.

The g is detected in the decay modes, yy and m. +~

0
0;45 0.50 0.55 0.60

q Mass (GeV)
0.65 0.70

FIG. 2. (a) The yy invariant-mass distribution for yy mo-

menta above 1.5 GeV/c (histogram). Removing m candidates
with momenta above 0.8 GeV/c produces the distribution
shown with solid points. (b) The ~+m. n. invariant-mass distri-
bution for candidate momenta above 1.5 GeV/c.
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tions show that this procedure keeps 92% of the rl's and
reduces the background by 50%%uo. The fitted ri width is 14
MeV (rms).

Turning now to the other g decay model used, we show
the rr n @mass distribution in Fig. 2(b) for candidate
mornenta above 1.5 GeV/c. All neutral-pion candidates
in this paper are selected by requiring that the yy invari-
ant mass be consistent with the known ~ mass within 2.5
times the rrns width. In addition we impose the same de-

cay angle requirement as we did on the g~yy decay. A
kinematic fit was then made using the m mass as a con-
straint and adjusting the measured energies and angles.
In the subsequent analysis we use the resulting fitted
quantities. In addition, we required that the ~ rnomen-
tum be greater than 0.3 GeV/c. A clear signal is visible
at the rl mass, with fitted width of 6.0 MeV (rms). (The
cut, requiring the momenta of the combinations, shown
in Fig. 2, to be greater than 1.5 GeV/c, was used only to
display the g signal, but is not retained in the subsequent
analysis. )

The g' is detected in the decay modes m. +m g and p y
for which the branching ratios are 44.2% and 30.0%, re-
spectively [2]. We require that the rl momentum be
larger than 0.3 GeV/c to suppress background. To select

p y candidates, we require the y momentum be above 0.1

GeV/c and that the m. +~ be consistent with the p mass.
Because of the limited phase space for the p in this decay,
the rr+n. mass spectrum is modified in shape [8]. We re-
quire 0.85)M + )0.50 GeV, which has an accep-
tance of 92%. Since the y cannot have a transverse spin
component, the p is polarized as sin 8 +, where 8 + is the

angle between the ~ direction and the photon direction
in the p rest frame. To optimize the signal-to-
background ratio we require that ~cos8 + ~

(0.8.
The mass plots for g' final states are shown in Fig. 3

where the candidate momenta are required to be above
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III. DECAY MODES OF THE D,+ CONTAINING A 7T+

A. Detection of the Pe+ mode

After selecting P mesons within +8 MeV of the peak
mass, we form the Pm+ mass spectrum shown in Fig. 4.
There are two additional restrictions imposed on the
data. Since the D, has spin zero, the angular distribution
of the P in the D, rest frame with respect to D, direction
must be uniform. The background tends to peak in the
forward direction (in other decay modes also in the back-
ward direction) and we require the cosine of this "decay
angle, " cosa&, to be less than 0.8. In addition, this decay
involves a spin-zero particle decaying into a spin-one P
and a spin-zero nThus ..the P must be polarized in the
helicity-zero state, giving a cos 8 + distribution to the

kaons, where 8 + is the angle between the K+ and the

D, in the P rest frame. We require ~cos8 + )0.45.
There are two clear peaks in the mass distribution, one
from D, decay and the other from D+ decay. We find
453+28 D, decays in this mode. In this fit to the D, de-

cay state and in all subsequent fits presented in this pa-
per, the mass of the D, was constrained to the accepted
value of 1969 MeV and the width was constrained to the
value determined from Monte Carlo simulations. Selec-
tion criteria for this mode and modes subsequently dis-
cussed are given in Appendix A.

We use this mode as the scale to which we normalize
all the other D, decay branching ratios measured in this
paper. We also quote results for D+ decays; however, in
this case we normalize to our measurement of the
K ~+~+ channel. We find 5378 K ~+~+ events and
estimate our detection efficiency to be 50%. (Note that
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1.5 GeV/c. In Fig. 3(a) only the r) —+yy component is in-

cluded. The fitted g' widths for the two channels are 5.0
and 11.0 MeV (rms), respectively. The raw signal in the

p y channel [Fig. 3(b)] does not stand out strongly, be-
cause it is superimposed on a large background caused, in

part, by the large width of the p . (Again, the momentum
cut, p„)1.5 GeV/c, is not retained in the subsequent
analysis. )
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FIG. 3. (a) The gm+m invariant-mass plot for candidate
momenta above 1.5 GeV/c, for the case g~yy. (b) The p y
invariant-mass plot for candidate momenta above 1.5 GeV/c.
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FIG. 5. The g~+ invariant-mass spectrum using (a) the

g~yy decay mode, and (b) the g~m. +~ m. decay mode; (c)
the sum of the two modes. The fit is described in the text.

B. Detection of the g~+ mode

In Fig. 5 we show the g~+ invariant-mass spectrum
for both g decay modes. The selection criteria are given
in Appendix A. In the case of the m

+m. m decay mode,
we required that the ~ momentum be greater than 0.3
GeV/c to reduce background from slow m. 's. The fit to
this mass spectrum includes a peak at the D + mass and
the reAection from the decay D,+ ~gp+. In the latter de-

cay mode, p+ is fully polarized and the gm
+ submass

reflects into an approximately 150-MeV-wide region.

the efficiencies for D are the same as for D,+ to the
same final state. )

The relative branching ratio result is presented in
Table II. This D+ decay mode has been reported previ-
ously by several groups [2].

The shape of the latter contribution is obtained from
Monte Carlo studies and the size determined from the
branching ratio, presented subsequently in this paper.
We also fitted the data with a Gaussian signal function of
fixed mass and width, the latter determined from Monte
Carlo studies, together with a third-order polynomial
background. For the latter fit, a 150-MeV-wide region is
excluded from the fit because of possible contamination
from D + ~ger+ decay and from D,+~gp+ decay. We
found that the number of decays obtained in the mode
D,+ ~)n+ is the same within 5% for both fits discussed
above. The number of D, events is listed in Table I ~ To
find a branching ratio relative to the Pm+ mode,
efficiencies for the two modes were obtained from Monte
Carlo simulations; the products of the efficiency ™S
branching ratio for the daughter decays are also listed in
Table I. We have performed checks on the efficiencies of
the Monte Carlo simulations: these are summarized in
Appendix B. Averaging over the two g decay modes, we
find I (D, ~pm+ )/I (D, +Pm. +

) —=0.54+0.09+0.04.
The first error is statistical and the second systematic.
(Whenever two errors are quoted we follow this conven-
tion. ) The systematic errors for the efficiencies relative to
the Pm+ mode have several sources and differ slightly
from mode to mode. For the pm+ mode with the subse-
quent decay of the g~y y the systematic error includes
uncertainties from fitting the go+ mass spectrum (6%),
uncertainties in the relative charged track (4%) and pho-
ton detection efficiencies(5%), statistics from the Monte
Carlo simulation (4.3%), uncertainties in the relative ha-
dronic event-selection efficiencies (5%), and uncertainties
in the vr veto efficiency (3%). The total systematic error
is obtained by adding these uncorrelated errors in quad-
rature and is estimated to be +12%.

The number of events found in the D + ~g~+ channel
are 66.3+25.5 and 32.7+12.8 in the g~yy and m+m

channels, respectively. The sum of the two modes has a
statistical significance of 3.6 standard deviations. We find

a relative branching ratio for this decay which is listed in
Table II ~

TABLE I. Relative branching ratios for D, modes.

7/ P

$$

decay

/~K+K

Xf~7T 7T 'l7

g ~Y)7T VT

'g ~p
7f + g1T 7T

j yy
l7 + 7T 7T 7T

/~K+K

No. of
events

453+28
123+24
42+ 12
59+ 11

200+34
22+7

158+22
59+15
53+10
15+6

253+32

Monte Carlo width
(MeV)

8.7
19
14
13
11
12
20
20
20
20
13

17.0
8.17
3.14
2.05
5.40
0.75
2.02
0.82
0.56
0.18
5.10

r/r(y~ )

1

0.56+0. 1 1+0.07
0.49+0. 15+0.07
1.10+0.21+0.12
1.38+0.25+0.20
1.12+0.36+0.15
2.93+0.45+0.39
2.70+0.68+0.38
3.55+0.71+0.53
3.10+1.24+0.45
1.86+0.26+0.29

'e, acceptance; S, branching ratio of D, daughters.
g~p')/ 1s Used.

7J~77 7T 7T 1s used.
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TABLE II. Branching ratios of D+ modes relative to
E m.+~+. All upper limits are 90% confidence level.

Experiment r(q~+)/r(y~+) r(q ~+ ) /I'(y~+)

TABLE III. Recent measurements of g~+ and g'n. +.

Mode

'gp

'g p

ryr(sc-~+~+)

0.077+0.011+0.005
0.083+0.023+0.014

&0.10
&0.13
& 0.17
& 0.16

CLEO II
E691 [9]
Mark II [10]
Mark III [11]
NA14/2 [12]
ARGUS [13]

0.54+0.09+0.06
&1.5 at 90% C.L.

4.0+1.3
&2.5 at 90% C.L.

1.20+0. 15+0.11
&1.3 at 90%%uo C.L.

6.4+2.8
&1.9 at 90% C.L.

2.5+1.0+'
2.5+0.7

C. Detection of the g'~+ mode

In Fig. 6 we show the g'm+ invariant-mass spectrum
for all three g' decay modes studied: namely,
rI'~rr+rr ri, with (a) rI~yy, and (b) ri~n+nma. nd.

(c) r)'~py. Again, the shape of the mass spectrum below
the D, mass was studied carefully in the same manner as
for the pm+ decay mode above. The fit allows for a peak
at the D+ mass and takes account of the re6ection from
the g'p+ decay mode. Both the shape and the amount of
this re6ection are obtained in the same way as for the fit
described above for the gp+ decay mode. Event yields
and eSciencies are given in Table I. The average branch-
ing ratio for the three g' final states is 1.20+0. 15+0.18
times the branching ratio for the decay II)m+.

A clear D+ signal is observed neither in this mode nor
in any mode subsequently considered, and we present
90%-confidence-level upper limits in Table II.

D. Comparison of pm+ and g'~+ decay rates
with other measurements

Our results for these two modes are compared with
other measurements from E691[9],Mark II[10],Mark III

[11], NA14/2[12], and ARGUS [13], as listed in Table
III.

We obtain a much smaller value for the decay into
gn. + than the one measured by Mark II. Our q'm. + mea-
surement is also much smaller than the Mark II measure-
ments. It is barely consistent with the ARGUS and
NA14/2 measurements, but is in agreement with the
Mark III and E691 supper limits.

IV. DECAY MODES OF THE Dg+ CONTAINING p+

We have also searched for decays where the m+ in the
final state is replaced by a p+. The selection criteria are
listed in Appendix A.

A. Detection of the gp+ mode

The g~+m mass spectrum is shown in Fig. 7, for the
subsequent decay g —+yy, and requiring that the m+~
mass be within +170 MeV of the p+ mass. The peak at
the D, mass contains 158+22 events. Figure 8(a) shows
the m+m mass spectrum for events in the D, peak (histo-
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FIG. 6. The g'~+ invariant-mass spectrum using the
decay mode, for the cases (a) g —+yy and (b)

g~m. +m ~ and for the (c) g'~p y decay mode. The fits are
described in the text.

FIG. 7. The gm. +m. invariant-mass spectrum, for the subse-
quent decay g~yy. The helicity angle requirement
~cos8 + ~

)0.45 is imposed, and the invariant mass of the two

pions is required to be within +170 MeV of the p+ mass.
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other p+ poor, and then comparing the number of
D, ~pm. +m. events in these two regions. We assume that
the nonresonant component has ~++ mass and cosO +

distributions given by phase space. The p-rich region is
defined by having the invariant mass of m+m within
+170 MeV of the p+ mass and ~cos8 + ~

& 0.4, while the

p-poor region is defined by not being the p-rich region.
The relationship between the number of D, events in the
p-rich region, N„, the p-poor region, N, and the number
of nonresonant, events NNR is given by

120 I I I I
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i

I I I I
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CV

o 80
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C 40—
LLJ

0
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gram) and sidebands (solid points). The peak region is
defined as 2.02) M(gm+m ) ) 1.92 GeV, while the side-
bands are comprised of two regions
1.86&M(g~+m. )) 1.91 GeV and 2.03)M(gm+m ))2.08 GeV. The large signal at the p+ mass in the D,
peak region suggests that the m. +m is dominated by p+
[14]. Evidence that the ~+a. indeed form a p+ is ob-
tained by removing the helicity angle cut and then, for
each 8 + bin, fitting the number of D, events above back-
ground. This is shown in Fig. 8(b), where the events have
been corrected for helicity-dependent eSciencies. The
decay chain, 0 ~1 0, must have a cos 8 + distribu-

tion. The curve shows the fit of this distribution to the
data, the confidence level for the fit being 38%. The iso-
tropic component of distribution can be at most 20% of
the signal and this provides an estimate of the non-
resonant contribution.

We can however make a more stringent estimate of the
maximum amount of nonresonant m. +~ by splitting our
sample into two regions, one rich in p+ content and the

FIG. 8. (a) The m. +m. mass spectrum for events in the D,
peak for the gm+m channel (histogram) and sidebands (solid
points), both for the case g~yy. The helicity angle require-
ment is still used. (b) The number of D, events as a function of
helicity angle 0 +. The p mass cut is applied. The curve is a

fit to the form cos 8 +.

N, =
I:N, (1 —P»—NR), +13NNR

where e' is the probability that real p+ events fall into the
p-poor region and P is the fraction of the phase space in
the p-poor region. Both of these quantities are deter-
mined by Monte Carlo simulation. For this decay mode,
E'=0 24 an.d P=0.8. N„and Nz are determined by
fitting the pm+~ invariant-mass spectrum to find the
number of D, events above background. We find N„and
N to be 164+23 and 34+30 events, respectively. Solving
the equation gives NNR = —22+41, from which we derive
a 90%-confidence-level upper limit of (55 events over all
of phase space or (11 events in the p-rich region. Thus
we find that under the assumption that the non-p+ decay
follows phase space, the maximum amount of non-
resonant signal in our quoted gp+ branching ratio is 7%
at 90% confidence level.

The results for this decay branching ratio, using
g~yy and g~~+~ m are presented in Table I. The
average branching ratio for the two g decay modes is
2.86+0.38+& 3s times the branching ratio for the Pm+de-.
cay. Included in the negative systematic error is the un-
certainty in our estimate of the non-p component added
in quadrature with the other errors.

We also set an upper limit on the nonresonant decay
D,+ ~g~+m assuming a phase-space distribution, which
is given in Table IV.

B. Detection of the g'p+ mode

For our analysis of the g'p+ mode, we use only the
g'~gm+m. decay mode. In the g'~p y channel there
is a large background in the g'p+ mass plot, which peaks
near the D, mass. The decay chains and cuts are listed in

Appendix A. In this final state, the maximum energy
available to the dipion system is —1 GeV, which limits
the upper value of dipion phase space to being close to
the p peak. Since the p has a large width, there is some
uncertainty in extracting the p component of the signal.
The g'~+~ mass spectrum is shown in Fig. 9 for the case

TABLE IV. Upper limits for nonresonant m+m decays at 90% confidence level.

Mode rzr(y~+)

0.82
0.85
0.71

0.24
0.18
0.0

0.80
0.70
0.28

N„

164+23
59+11

253+32

Np

34+30
6.3+9.7
3.3+16.7

NNR

—22+41
—13+13

12+60
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where the g decays to two photons. The m+n. invariant
mass is required to be within +170 MeV of 770 MeV.
The peak at the D, mass contains 53+10 events. The dis-
tribution shown with solid points was obtained by requir-
ing that the m+m. mass be below 500 MeV. No D, signal
is apparent in this case, thus indicating that the signal is
due mostly to the p+. We show in Fig. 10(a} the m+m
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FIG. 9. The g'~+n. invariant-mass spectrum, for the decay
g'~pm+~, with g~yy. The p+ mass cut and the helicity an-

gle cut are applied. The solid points are for the lower sideband
of the p, defined as m.+n. masses below 500 MeV.

mass spectrum for events in the D, peak (histogram) and

D, sidebands (full points}. [The mass intervals are the
same as used for Fig. 8(a).] There is peaking in the p+
mass region for the sample from the D, peak, but not
from the D, sidebands. In Fig. 10(b) we show the helicity
angle distribution of the p+ candidates. The fit to the
cos 0 + distribution has a confidence level of 10%. Our

data are therefore consistent with the spin-1 hypothesis.
Using only the helicity angle we limit the possible contri-
bution of a nonresonant background to at most 20%%uo. To
find a more stringent limit we again use Eq. (1) for this
decay channel. Since the p+ line shape is modified by the
limited phase space available, our evaluation of e' for this
channel is affected by the p+ shape we use. As the actual
shape depends on the unknown decay matrix element, we
use a generous cut on the m+m. invariant mass of +170
MeV in order to minimize any possible effect. To evalu-
ate the systematic differences we use several shapes and
find that the largest difFerence within our cut is 4% and
we have included this in the systematic uncertainty. The
numbers of events are given in Table II. We set an upper
limit of (8% at 90% confidence level on the amount of
nonresonant m+~ in the p+ region.

The branching ratio for this decay chain, together with
a similar analysis for the decay, g ~g~+~ with the
daughter decay g~~+~ m. , is presented in Table I. We
find a rather large relative branching ratio (average of the
two g decay modes) of 3.44+0.62+o'z&.
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C. Detection of the Iip+ mode

The Pm. +m. mass plot is shown as the histogram in Fig.
11. The m+~ invariant mass is required to be within
+170 MeV of the p+ mass. The curve is a fit to a two-
signal Gaussian with means fixed at the D,+ and D+
masses and fixed widths, the value of the latter being
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FIG. 10. (a) The m+m mass spectrum for events in the D,
mass peak in the channel g'm. +m. and g~yy (histogram) and in
the D, sidebands (solid points). The helicity angle cut is ap-
plied. (b) The helicity angle distribution from the p+ band.
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FIG. 11. The Il)n. +ma invariant-mass spectrum (histogram) for
invariant masses within +170 MeV of the p+ mass. The

solid points are for m. ~ invariant masses below 500 MeV.
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variant m ~ mass. The p-rich region has ~+~ invariant
mass above 0.6 GeV, while the p-poor region has invari-
ant mass below 0.5 GeV. The region between 0.5 and 0.6
GeV is left out of this analysis. The fraction of phase
space in the p-rich region is 0.56, while P=0.26. The
relevant numbers of events are given in Table II. We find
that the upper limit at 90%%uo confidence level on the
amount of nonresonant sr+a is (20%%. Again, this as-
surnes that the nonresonant part has a phase-space distri-
bution. The final result is given in Table V.
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V. COMPARISON WITH THEORY

0
0.30

I I I I I I

0.50 0.70 0.90 1.10

determined from Monte Carlo studies, and a background
polynomial. A clear peak with 253+32 events is ob-
served. Also shown is the mass spectrum for events from
the lower sideband of the p, defined as sr+a masses
below 500 MeV (dashed line), which does not show any
peaking in the D, region. Figure 12 shows the m+~
mass spectrum for events in the D, peak (histogram) and
sidebands (solid points). Again the peak region is defined
as 2.0025&M(gm+m. )&1.9375 GeV, while the side-
bands are comprised of two regions 1.9245 &M(Pm+a. )

& l. 892 GeV and 2.048 & M(Pm+a. ) & 2.0155 GeV.
There is an apparent enhancement at the p+ mass. The
background level is approximately half of the signal level
because the upper sideband has almost no events due to
the lack of phase space.

If we interpret this peak as evidence for D, decay to
the final state Pp+, we find a branching ratio, relative to
Pm+, for this decay mode of 1.86+0.26+0.29. Our re-
sult is consistent with a previous E691 measurement [9],
which was based on a sample of 11+3.6 events.

To ascertain the maximum amount of nonresonant
~+n allowed by the data, we again use Eq. (1); however,
in this case, the cos8 + distribution is not predetermined
by angular momentum considerations. Therefore, the p-
rich and p-poor regions are defined only in terms of in-

M(m+7i') (GeV)

FIG. 12. The n+m mass spectrum for events in the D, peak
for the Pm+ no channel (histogram) and sidebands (solid points).

We compare our results with several models. The
model of Bauer, Stech, and Wirbel [15] (BSW) makes
definite, parameter-free predictions of the widths relative
to Pn+ for the modes we have measured. They use form
factors calculated from qq wave functions and consider
color-allowed and color-suppressed decays. For compar-
ison with the pm+ and g'm+ results, Kamal, Sinha, and
Sinha [16] (KSS) have modified the BSW results by
changing the value of the g-g' mixing angle, 8, from
—11' to the value found by Gilman and Kaufman [17],
namely 8= —19. BSW used the value, 8 of —11'. A
more negative mixing angle increases the decay rates to
the g' modes and reduces those to the g modes. KSS also
make predictions using their own model in which the
form factors are found from SU(4) symmetry. We also
include predictions from QCD sum rules, as determined
by Blok and Shifman [18] (BS). In Table V we compare
our results with these models.

The discrepancy with the BSW theory for the vector-
vector decay state Pp+ may be related to the small form
factors observed in the semileptonic decay D ~K Iv
[19]. Overall, these theories do not give good agreement
with our results.

VI. FRACTION OF KNOWN D, DECAYS

A. The Pn + absolute branching ratio

It is possible to estimate the absolute branching ratio
for any D, decay mode, by first measuring the ratio of the
decay width of this mode relative to the width of the
$1+v mode. The width for the decay Pl+v is P times the
width of the decay D~E'1+ wvhere 9' is given by
theory, as discussed below. The procedure is to measure
the ratio $(D, ~$1+v)IS(D,~P~+ ) and then to obtain
S(D, ~gl+v) from the formula

TABLE V. Relative branching ratios compared with theory.

Mode

Pm+

'gp

Yf PA'

ryr(y~+)
This experiment

1

0.5420.09+0.06
1.20+0. 15+0.11
2.86+0.38+o' 38

3.44+0.62—o.46

1.86%0.26 o'4o

BSW

1

1.04
0.61
1.96
0.56
6.30

r/1 (pm. +) theory
BSW,e= —19

1

0.75
0.78

KSS

1

1.35
1.47

BS

1

1.13
0.10
2.33
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TABLE VI. Well-established D, branching ratios [2].

Decay mode

y~+
z pre+

sc *+scp

sc "z+
K +K + [30]
(Z —SC+~+)NR

fo(975)m+
( 7T 7T 7T )NR

Branching ratio relative to Pm+

1

0.97+0.17
1.2+0.25

0.96+0.11
1.6+0.6

0.25+0.09
0.48+0.20
0.2820. 10
0.29+0.09

B. The semileptonic branching ratio

Assuming that the semileptonic widths of charmed
mesons are equal as evidenced by the equality within ex-

TD

$(D, ~$1+v)=9'%(D+~K' l+v)
D

There is, however some uncertainty among the models
used. In particular, using the model of Isgur et al. [20],
Scora has recently predicted [21] that 9=1.02, which
differs considerably from the value of 0.78 previously
used for this model. The value in the WBS model
remains as 0.83 [22]. Here, we use the average value of 9
from these two models. Using the well-measured ratio of
lifetimes [2] 0.42+0.03 and the K* l+v branching-ratio
average value of (4.8+0.9)% from E691 [23], ARGUS
[4], WA82 [24], and Mark III [25,26], we estimate
S(D, ~Pl+v) =(1.9+0.4)%%uo

There have been two measurements of S(D,
~$1+v)IS(D, ~Pm+). CLEO [3] obtained the result
0.49+0.10+ccI~ and ARGUS [4] the result
0.57+0. 15+0.15 [27]. Averaging these two results yields
the value of 23(D, ~Pm+) of (3.7.+1.2)%.

perimental errors of the D and D+ semileptonic widths,
and using the well-measured charmed-meson lifetimes

[2], estimate that S(D, ~Xe+v) =(8+1)% [28].
In addition, there are estimates of the purely leptonic

branching ratio S(D,+~r+v+p+v)=2 —5% [29], but
as this contribution is not measured, we do not include it
in the sum.

C. Sum of kno~ branching ratios

The sum of widths of the modes measured in this paper
relative to Pm+ is 9.9&0.8+0.7. In addition, the well-
established decay modes are shown in Table VI. We have
included a recent result from ARGUS for the E * E*+
mode [30]. These sum up to 7.0+0.7 times Pn+ [31].

Thus the sum of measured hadronic modes is 16.9+1.3
times the Pn+ branching ratio. The sum of all known de-
cay modes is 8% (semileptonic decay to electrons), plus
8% (semileptonic decay to muons), plus (63+26)% (ha-
dronic decay). This gives a total of =(79%26)%, where
the error is dominated by the error on the D, ~Pm
branching ratio.

VII. CONCLUSiONS

We have measured the branching ratios, relative to the
Pm+ mode, of a large fraction of the hadronic D,+ decay
modes. The pm+ and q'~+ modes have significantly
smaller branching ratios than previously reported. The
gp+ and g'p+ modes have been seen for the first time and
the t})p+ has been confirmed. The latter decay modes
have significantly larger rates than the Pn+ mode. The
ri'n. (p) modes are larger than the corresponding gm. (p)
modes. Current theoretical models do not give a good
description of these results.

TABLE VII. Cuts used in forming D, candidates.

Mode

Y)p

YJ p
+d

ss decay

yy

p'y

x+sc-

Momentum
(Gev)

P p&0. 3

P„&0.3
P, &0.1

P p&0. 3

P p&0.3'

P„&0.3
P p&0. 3

Mass'
(MeV)

k8
+35
+15

+15,+23
+28
+35
+15

+15,%23

k8

Helicity angle

I cos8 + I
& 0.45

Icos8 +I &0.8

I
cos8 + I

& 0.45

Icose +I &0.45

Icose +I &0.45

Decay angle

cosa4, &0.8

Icosa„I &0.8
Icosa„I &0.8

Icosa„( &0.8
Icosa„ I

&0.8'

Icosa +I &0.8
P

Icosa +I &0.8
P

Icosa +I &0.8
P

'Mass cut on the primary ss system. Where two numbers are presented, the first applies to the g~yy
mode, and the second to the g~~+~ m. mode.
The mass cut varies from 34 to 37 MeV as P„„increases.

'In addition, the y direction in the g' rest frame is required to have cosa~ & —0.5.
The p+ mass cut is +170MeV.

'Applies to the both the m. from the p+ decay and the m from the g decay.
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Ratio

TABLE VIII. Checks of Monte Carlo efficiencies.

Our measurement "Known" result

r(q y y )/r(q
I (D K n+m )/1 (D K ~+)
I (D*+ D+a )/I (D*+ D ~+)'

aD+ K
— + + 0 DO K — +

1.66+0.03+0.07
3.0+0.1+0.2
0.45+0.03+0.09

1.64+0.04
3.2+0.3
0.45+0.04
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APPENDIX A: SELECTION CRITERIA

The mass cuts, decay angle cuts, and helicity angle cuts
for different D, modes are listed in Table VII. In the case
of g'm+, with the g' decaying into p y, the p is polarized
as sin I9 +. The minimum momentum cuts, imposed on

some particles to reduce backgrounds, are listed.

APPENDIX 8: CHECKS OF RELATIVE
MONTE CARLO EFFICIENCIES

Since a measurement of relative branching ratios de-
pends on knowing the relative charged-particle and pho-
ton efficiencies, we have performed three checks on our
Monte Carlo efficiencies. We measured relative branch-
ing ratios of different particle decays and compared our
result either with well-established results, or in one case,
with the results of isospin invariance. In Table VIII we
list the various relative branching ratios that we have
measured. The first error quoted is statistical and the
second systematic. For D decays we required the D
candidate events to come from D*+ decay. In the case of
the charged D*+ test, isospin invariance times phase
space is used to give the "known" ratio, and the error is
determined from the error on the measured masses,
which, in turn, determines the phase-space error.

We conclude that the error is =+7%, in our relative
efFiciencies.
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